
VPC is pleased to welcome three new board members. Will Cook, Mike McGonigle, and 
Ned Worthington were voted into open seats at the annual meeting on May 9. Will Cook 
lives on Western Run Road and is an associate general counsel at the National Trust for 
Historic Preservation. He also teaches preservation law at Columbia University and lectures 
regularly to national audiences on issues related to property and land use. Mike McGonigle 
has lived in the valleys for the past 16 years on Pine Hill Lane. He works at T. Rowe Price, 
and his family has been long-time supporters of  the VPC. Ned Worthington grew up in the 
valleys and has recently been active in promoting our Young Associates program. He has 
an unusually good grasp of  our work and the issues and will be a tremendous help in our 
outreach and education efforts. We are indeed lucky to have such distinguished new talent 
added to our board. We will be putting their skills to work along with the efforts of  our con-
tinuing board members as we tackle a wide variety of  land use issues in the valleys. 

Upcoming issues include development of  regulations for solar generation facilities, rural road 
projects (including the roundabout at Worthington/Tufton/Greenspring), an appeal of  the 
decision to allow development on the historic Stemmer House property, and review of  the 
Baltimore County Charter. 

For those interested in the proposed changes to the Charter, there will be a public meeting at 
6 p.m., on June 21 in the Council chambers in Towson. The Charter is essentially the county’s 
constitution, and thus a very important document. The 11-member appointed body has met 
nine times since February. There has been little attendance by members of  the public thus 
far. Any recommended changes to the charter will go before the voters as issues on the 2018 
ballot, and warrant careful consideration. Watch for a more detailed email that will go out to 
members summarizing recommended changes.

The proposed expansion of  the Hunt Valley Baptist Church continues to be an issue. Resi-
dents who breathed a sigh of  relief  when the approval for this large institutional use on 
Shawan Road was overturned by the Baltimore County Board of  Appeals recently learned 
that a suit has been filed against Baltimore County in federal court. The suit was filed under 
the Religious Land Use and Institutionalized Persons Act (RLUIPA) by a Washington D.C. 
lawyer who also filed a similar suit against the county with regard to a denial of  a synagogue 
proposed on Stevenson Road. Federal court dates have yet to be established. The county is 
expected to defend the zoning laws, which apply to all property owners and are designed to 
manage growth, protect natural resources, and preserve agricultural lands.

As always, our thanks to our members for their active support and participation. When a call to 
action is sounded, VPC members always come through. Your proactive stance and willingness 
to be involved is key to maintaining the land and resources that make Baltimore County so special.
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Stemmer House - 4-lot Development Proposed on Caves Road
VPC continues to oppose the proposed development of  the unique 
Stemmer property on Caves Road, owned by Howard Sugarman.
The development of  a Baltimore County landmark property into 
five separate lots will have an adverse impact on the Caves Valley 
National Register Historic District and will contribute to the envi-
ronmental degradation of  the North Branch of  the Jones Falls, and 
ultimately destroy the beautiful setting of  this historic property. De-
velopment of  lots on this property was denied in a 2004 decision by 
a county administrative judge, but, despite that earlier decision, the 
county recently granted approval for a similar proposal. The VPC 
has appealed that decision to the Circuit Court and awaits a date for 
a hearing. Contributions are needed for legal efforts to protect this local and national treasure.

Associated Jewish Charities - 56-lot Development Proposed
The VPC has supported efforts by the Greater Greenspring Association (GGA) 
to challenge a proposed 56-lot development on Associated Way and Garrison 
Forest Road. This site has a long and complex history. Garrison Forest Road is 
the dividing line between rural and urban land uses in the county. The predomi-
nant zoning on this section of  Garrison Forest Road to the west is DR1, and to 
the east, it is RC5. However, in the early 1970s, an institutional use was allowed 
by special exception that permitted the Associated Jewish Charities (AJC) to build 
a community building, pool, and other structures devoted to civic, social, recre-
ation and education uses on what was then a 157-acre parcel zoned DR1. The 
AJC eventually sought a significant upzoning, which was granted over community 
objections. An agreement providing some community protections was signed in 
advance of  the upzoning. In the early 2000s, the AJC developed over 400 afford-
able senior apartments known as Weinberg Village and sold that portion of  the 
property. Now they propose a subdivision that would place 56 homes on about 
20 acres that they will sell to a private developer along with 30-40 acres of  for-
est buffer and open space. The proposal also calls for building a roundabout at the intersection of  Garrison Forest, 
Associated Way, and Walnut Avenue. Many in the community now feel this site is being too intensively developed and 
that the upzoning and prior development approvals were granted with conditions to safeguard the community from 
impacts associated with overdevelopment. The community asked the AJC to consider reducing the number of  houses 
along with traffic control changes, but the AJC was not open to those requests. The development was approved by the 
county, but the GGA has filed an appeal in Circuit Court and is awaiting a hearing date.

Columbia Gas Pipeline
Many have wondered about all the construction material and equipment 
on Shawan Road near Oregon Ridge Park. There were two county prop-
erties that served as a staging area for the recently completed Colum-
bia Gas Pipeline expansion, and the gas company has a lease that goes 
through 2019. A good bit of  the materials and equipment remain due 
to the need to maintain erosion control and stream protections until the 
ground is stable enough for them to be removed. Super silt fence remains 
installed and is quite substantial and requires machinery to be removed. 
The tires and timbers that were piled up were also part of  the erosion 
control measures. Columbia Gas agreed to clean up as much as possible 
as work continues, consolidate materials on the site, and utilize natural screening to the maximum extent possible.
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Solar Legislation
The Baltimore County Council has entertained five 
bills related to solar generation facilities, including a 
proposed moratorium to provide time for adequate 
study of  the issue. When the moratorium got vetoed 
by the county executive, four subsequent bills were 
introduced, but none have passed. Many, including the 
Maryland Farm Bureau, have serious concerns about 
allowing solar arrays on prime and productive soils. 
Two new bills will likely be considered at the June 27 
worksession as Councilpersons Kach and Almond 
continue to consider the issue and craft legislation. 

Maryland has set an aggressive goal to get 25 percent of  its power from clean energy sources by 2020, and private, 
commercial solar companies are eager to take advantage of  subsidies to help generate solar power. While solar and 
other forms of  green energy are supported by residents, no one anticipated the landrush on farmland that would be 
created by the combination of  goals and subsidies. Planning and elected officials here and in other states have been 
caught flat-footed. Connecticut, for example, now finds that solar panel arrays are the number one reason farmland is 
being converted to other uses. Many in jurisdictions across the country are now complaining about solar sprawl. 

In Baltimore County, solar panel arrays are allowed for generation of  power needs for individual properties, on roof-
tops and over parking lots, and utilities can do large projects via the special exception process. But the zoning regula-
tions do not currently provide for private commercial companies to lease or buy land to generate solar power as a 
principal use. This could change in July when a vote is expected on new legislation. The VPC and others believe a 
cautious approach is needed before introducing a new commercial use in the Resource Conservation Zones. Several 
counties on the Eastern Shore are seeing hundreds of  agricultural acres converted to solar panels, while Montgomery 
and Carroll have limited this use to accessory only, which keeps any solar projects much smaller in size.

Strengthening the VPC through Legacy Giving
VPC was honored with an unexpected legacy gift from long-time board member Rick Rockwell. This was very 
considerate of  Rick, and so like him to be thinking of  organizations that were meaningful to him and taking the 
necessary steps to see that particular groups were recognized in his estate. 

A planned gift is any major gift, made in lifetime or at death, as part of  a donor’s overall financial and/or estate 
planning. Gifts to the annual fund or for membership dues are made from a donor’s discretionary income, and 
while they may be budgeted for, they are not the same as a planned/estate gift. Planned giving can be accomplished 
in many ways, by adding something to one’s will or by simply adding an organization as a beneficiary to an IRA. 
One-time gifts of  this type are extremely meaningful to small organizations like VPC.

While many institutions and organizations pursue estate giving strategies, VPC has relied on annual giving and a 
year-to-year budget. We do, however, see the need for a nest egg and have renewed efforts to invigorate our 
endowment fund and have invested proceeds from the art show into longterm accounts.We will be speaking with 
financial experts about how to launch an initiative to encourage devoted VPC members to consider memorializing 
their support for this organization through a planned gift. Our heartfelt thanks to Rick for spearheading this charge 
through his generous example. We welcome thoughts from members who might be interested in helping us shape 
our vision for this initiative.
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Baltimore County Leads the State in Donated Easements
The first conservation easement in Baltimore County was a donated easement to the Maryland Environ-
mental Trust (MET) in 1975. Thanks, in part, to the Plan for the Valleys, landowners in the county under-
stood the value of  conserving land and embraced conservation easements from their earliest days. MET 
has found great interest here thanks to a number of  conservation champions as well as the simple act 
of  neighbors talking to neighbors about the benefits of  conserving their lands. There continues to be a 
steady stream of  interest thanks to the visibility of  lands already protected as well as efforts of  local part-
ners. An interesting fact is that MET has accepted an easement (often many more than one) in Baltimore 
County every year since 1975 except for two years (1977 and 1985).

Anyone interested in learning more about donating a conservation easement or selling development 
rights through one of  several programs should contact a local land trust, MET, or Baltimore County.

Baltimore County Land Trust Alliance: 
Ann Jones 443-690-8420; annholmesjones@gmail.com

Baltimore County and State Agricultural Easements: 
Wally Lippincott 410-887-3480; wlippincott@baltimorecountymd.gov

Maryland Environmental Trust: 
Megan Benjamin 410-697-9527; megan.benjamin@maryland.gov
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Rural Roundabout: A Gateway to the Historic Worthington Valley
More than ten years ago, the Valleys Planning 
Council commissioned a Rural Roads Study to 
address a significant concern regarding road-
way planning in our area. While the county is a 
model for land use planning, we believed that 
rural roads needed to be considered as a comple-
ment to land planning. The 2005 study led to a 
county policy that incorporated much of  what 
the study recommended. Central concepts of  
the study were flow and safety and the need for 
road improvements to take into consideration 
the surroundings. The intersection of  Worthing-
ton, Tufton and Greenspring has long been 
a concern and fits perfectly into the need for 
context-sensitive roadway planning in our area.

The intersection involves scenic roads that are 
very highly travelled during rush hours, and sparsely travelled at other times. It is also an intersection 
that is unofficially considered a “gateway to the valleys” and adjacent to some of  Maryland’s most sce-
nic countryside. The combination of  scenic value and high volume of  traffic call for a vision of  what 
should be done to responsibly manage both – accommodate traffic safely while also complementing 
the extraordinary scenic value. The Valleys Planning Council has held rural road planning as a central 
tenet to proper land planning for many years. The roundabout project is emblematic of  the obligation 
we must commit to rural roadways. This project is a model blend of  public and private partnership to 
achieve something extraordinary and meaningful to the area in safety, traffic flow and appeal.  

The Worthington/Tufton/Greenspring Roundabout:
• Utilizes context-sensitive design
• Improves traffic flow and safety
• Complements the Maryland Horses and Hounds Scenic Byway
• Leverages $400,000 in state funding with $500,000 in county funding
• Contributes to the integrity of  the Worthington Valley National Register Historic District
• Enhances the gateway to 30,000 preserved and protected acres of  farm and open space
• Provides a public-private partnership with significant contributions from adjacent landowners  
 and VPC members.

To make this project a reality, VPC has committed to raising the $100,000 gap in funding needed for the 
$1 million project. Already, almost half  this amount has been raised thanks to the generous contribu-
tions of  dozens of  VPC residents who have given anywhere from $50 to $5,000. Your help is needed. 
Anyone who drives through this area is encouraged to send in a donation to the VPC, PO Box 5402, 
Towson, Maryland 21285. It is also possible to make a donation via the VPC website: www.thevpc.org. 
Please use the DONATE SPECIAL PROJECT button and specify the roundabout.

Donations needed to the VPC’s Roundabout Special Project
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2017 McHarg Award Goes to Tom Horton
VPC presented its prestigious McHarg Award to environmental writer Tom 
Horton at its annual meeting in May. Tom is a native of  Maryland's eastern 
shore and attended public schools in Federalsburg, Maryland and graduated 
in 1967 from Johns Hopkins University with a degree in Economics. Fol-
lowing military service he began a career covering the Chesapeake Bay and 
the environment at the Baltimore Sun, retiring in 2006. 

Tom is currently a Professor of  Practice in Environmental Studies at Salis-
bury University. His areas of  expertise include Chesapeake Bay politics, 
cultures, science, nature writing, journalism and experiential education. He 
is also a columnist for the monthly Bay Journal and freelances for a number 
of  national and regional magazines. He is the author of  eight books about 
the Chesapeake Bay. He recently paddled his kayak 550 miles around the 
Delmarva Peninsula and co-teaches a summer kayaking/camping course, 
"Exploring Delmarva: A Water's-Eye View." 

The McHarg Award was created to honor a person who exemplifies the 
goals and mission of  the Valleys Planning Council by his or her actions. 
This award honors the spirit and legacy of  Ian L. McHarg, a Scottish land-
scape architect and a renowned writer on regional planning using natural 
systems. McHarg was the founder of  the department of  landscape architecture at the University of  Pennsylvania. 
His 1969 book Design with Nature pioneered the concept of  ecological planning and continues to be one of  the most 
widely celebrated books on landscape architecture and land-use planning. McHarg prepared the original Plan for the 
Valleys in 1962. He received the National Medal of  the Arts from President George Bush in 1990 and won the Japan 
Prize for city planning in April 2000. McHarg died in 2001. 

After being notified that he had been chosen as the 2017 recipient of  the award, Tom noted that he has McHarg’s 
Plan for the Valleys on his bookshelf  and featured that work in the first edition of  his book, Turning the Tide. Tom 
recently wrote an article on Dipping Pond Run in Baltimore County, published in the Bay Journal, where he discusses 
the impact of  development on streams and the bay.

VPC Young Associates
Our thanks to the Old Line Society for hosting an event to benefit the 
VPC on the eve of  the Grand National Steeplechase. Justin and 
Jeremy Batoff  provided their home as the venue and worked with Neill 
Peck and Ned Worthington to shape an event that would attract members 
of  the younger generation and help interest them in our cause. As a result, 
our Young Associates membership is growing. We are very excited to have 
this injection of  youth and energy. 

When asked to join the VPC board in May, Ned Worthington expressed 
his own growing awareness of  our work and his interest in spreading the 
word. “I have a particular urge to increase awareness of  and participation by young people in the VPC’s work, and 
in conservation and historic preservation more generally. With the board’s backing, I am certain we can continue to 
build outreach, membership, and financial support within the next generation of  VPC leaders, and together, learn 
and teach the civic actions required to promote proper land use and protect our beautiful open spaces permanently.  I 
see no better cause to join, no better place to conserve, protect, and create lasting positive impacts for my home, than 
the VPC.”
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Yes, I want to protect Baltimore County’s agricultural, natural, 
historic, and scenic resources, and work to promote a balanced 

and rational use of the land for the benefit of present and future 
generations by becoming a VPC member at the following level:

  Executive ($10,000 & above)
  Steward ($5,000 to $9,999)
  Guardian ( $2,500 to $4,999)
  Preservationist ($1,500 to $2,499)
  Conservator ($500 to $1,499)
  Advocate ($150 to $499)
  Supporter (up to $149)

      Young Associate (up to $50)
 
Name____________________________________________________
Address__________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
City/State/Zip______________________________________________
Phone____________________ email___________________________ 
  

The Valleys Planning Council Inc.
P.O. Box 5402, Towson, MD 21285-5402

410-337-6877    www.thevpc.org

The Valleys Planning 
Council is a 501 (c) (3)

tax-exempt 
organization.

Your donation is tax 
deductible to the fullest

extent allowed.
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